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Attaching user informationAttaching user information
Abstract classesAbstract classes

User can use his/her own class derived from the provided base clUser can use his/her own class derived from the provided base classass
G4Run, G4VHit, G4VDigit, G4VTrajectory, G4VTrajectoryPointG4Run, G4VHit, G4VDigit, G4VTrajectory, G4VTrajectoryPoint

Concrete classesConcrete classes
User can attach a user information class objectUser can attach a user information class object
G4Event G4Event -- G4VUserEventInformationG4VUserEventInformation
G4Track G4Track -- G4VUserTrackInformationG4VUserTrackInformation
G4PrimaryVertex G4PrimaryVertex -- G4VUserPrimaryVertexInformationG4VUserPrimaryVertexInformation
G4PrimaryParticle G4PrimaryParticle -- G4VUserPrimaryParticleInformationG4VUserPrimaryParticleInformation
G4Region G4Region -- G4VUserRegionInformationG4VUserRegionInformation

Classes in Classes in greengreen are coming with Geant4 version 6.0.are coming with Geant4 version 6.0.
User information class object is deleted when associated Geant4 User information class object is deleted when associated Geant4 
class object is deleted.class object is deleted.
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Trajectory and trajectory pointTrajectory and trajectory point
Trajectory and trajectory point class objects persist until the Trajectory and trajectory point class objects persist until the end of an end of an 
event.event.

And most likely stored to disk as "simulation truth"And most likely stored to disk as "simulation truth"
G4VTrajectoryG4VTrajectory is the abstract base class to represent a trajectory, and is the abstract base class to represent a trajectory, and 
G4VTrajectoryPointG4VTrajectoryPoint is the abstract base class to represent a point which is the abstract base class to represent a point which 
makes up the trajectory.makes up the trajectory.

In general, trajectory class is expected to have a vector of traIn general, trajectory class is expected to have a vector of trajectory jectory 
points.points.
Geant4 provides Geant4 provides G4TrajectoyG4Trajectoy and and G4TrajectoryPointG4TrajectoryPoint concrete classes concrete classes 
as defaults.as defaults.

If the user wants to keep some additional information and/or wanIf the user wants to keep some additional information and/or wants to ts to 
change the drawing style of a trajectory, he/she is encouraged tchange the drawing style of a trajectory, he/she is encouraged to o 
implement his/her own concrete classes.implement his/her own concrete classes.

Such userSuch user--defined trajectory object should be instantiated in defined trajectory object should be instantiated in 
PreUserTrackingActionPreUserTrackingAction()() in user tracking action and set to in user tracking action and set to 
G4TrackingManagerG4TrackingManager
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G4TrackStatusG4TrackStatus
enumenum G4TrackStatusG4TrackStatus

fAlivefAlive
Continue trackingContinue tracking

fStopButAlivefStopButAlive
Invoke active rest physics processes and kill the current track Invoke active rest physics processes and kill the current track 
afterwardafterward

fStopAndKillfStopAndKill
Kill the current trackKill the current track
SecondariesSecondaries are still aliveare still alive

fKillTrackAndSecondariesfKillTrackAndSecondaries
Kill the current track and also associated Kill the current track and also associated secondariessecondaries..

fSuspendfSuspend
Suspend the current track and send it back to the stack.Suspend the current track and send it back to the stack.
Associated Associated secondariessecondaries are also sent to the stack. Given a stack are also sent to the stack. Given a stack 
is "lastis "last--inin--firstfirst--out", out", secondariessecondaries are tracked preceded to the are tracked preceded to the 
suspended track.suspended track.

fPostponeToNextEventfPostponeToNextEvent
Postpone the tracking of the current track to the next event.Postpone the tracking of the current track to the next event.
Associated Associated secondariessecondaries are sent to the stackare sent to the stack
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Set the track statusSet the track status
In In UserSteppingActionUserSteppingAction, user can change the status of a track., user can change the status of a track.

void void MySteppingAction::UserSteppingActionMySteppingAction::UserSteppingAction
(const G4Step * (const G4Step * theSteptheStep))

{{
G4Track* G4Track* theTracktheTrack = = theSteptheStep-->>GetTrackGetTrack();();
if(…) if(…) theTracktheTrack-->>SetTrackStatusSetTrackStatus(fSuspend(fSuspend););

}}

If a track is killed, physics quantities of the track (energy, cIf a track is killed, physics quantities of the track (energy, charge, etc.) harge, etc.) 
are not conserved but completely lost.are not conserved but completely lost.
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Track stacks in Geant4Track stacks in Geant4
By default, Geant4 has three track stacks.By default, Geant4 has three track stacks.

""UrgentUrgent", "", "WaitingWaiting" and "" and "PostponeToNextEventPostponeToNextEvent""
Each stack is a simple "Each stack is a simple "lastlast--inin--firstfirst--outout" stack. " stack. 
User can arbitrary increase the number of stacks.User can arbitrary increase the number of stacks.

ClassifyNewTrackClassifyNewTrack() method of () method of UserStackingActionUserStackingAction decides which stack decides which stack 
each new coming track to be stacked (or to be killed).each new coming track to be stacked (or to be killed).

By default, all tracks go to Urgent stack.By default, all tracks go to Urgent stack.
A Track is popped up A Track is popped up only from Urgent stack.only from Urgent stack.
Once Urgent stack becomes empty, all tracks in Waiting stack areOnce Urgent stack becomes empty, all tracks in Waiting stack are
transferred to Urgent stack.transferred to Urgent stack.

And And NewStageNewStage() method of () method of UsetStackingActionUsetStackingAction is invoked.is invoked.
Utilizing more than one stacks, user can control the priorities Utilizing more than one stacks, user can control the priorities of of 
processing tracks without paying the overhead of "scanning the hprocessing tracks without paying the overhead of "scanning the highest ighest 
priority track" which was the only available way in Geant3.priority track" which was the only available way in Geant3.

Proper selection/abortion of tracks/events with well designed stProper selection/abortion of tracks/events with well designed stack ack 
management provides significant efficiency increase of the entirmanagement provides significant efficiency increase of the entire e 
simulation.simulation.
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G4UserStackingActionG4UserStackingAction
User has to implement three methods.User has to implement three methods.
G4ClassificationOfNewTrack G4ClassificationOfNewTrack ClassifyNewTrack(constClassifyNewTrack(const G4Track*)G4Track*)

Invoked every time a new track is pushed to G4StackManager.Invoked every time a new track is pushed to G4StackManager.
ClassificationClassification

fUrgentfUrgent -- pushed into Urgent stackpushed into Urgent stack
fWaitingfWaiting -- pushed into Waiting stackpushed into Waiting stack
fPostponefPostpone -- pushed into pushed into PostponeToNextEventPostponeToNextEvent stackstack
fKillfKill -- killedkilled

void void NewStageNewStage()()
Invoked once Urgent stack becomes empty and all tracks in WaitinInvoked once Urgent stack becomes empty and all tracks in Waiting g 
stack are transferred to Urgent stackstack are transferred to Urgent stack
All tracks which are transferred from Waiting stack to Urgent stAll tracks which are transferred from Waiting stack to Urgent stack ack 
can be recan be re--classified by invoking classified by invoking stackManagerstackManager-->>ReClassifyReClassify()()

void void PrepareNewEventPrepareNewEvent()()
Invoked at the beginning of each event for resetting the Invoked at the beginning of each event for resetting the 
classification scheme. classification scheme. 
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ExN04StackingActionExN04StackingAction
ExampleN04 has simplified ExampleN04 has simplified collidercollider
detector geometry and event samples detector geometry and event samples 
of Higgs decays into four of Higgs decays into four muonsmuons..
Stage 0Stage 0

Only primary Only primary muonsmuons are pushed are pushed 
into Urgent stack and all other into Urgent stack and all other 
primaries and primaries and secondariessecondaries are are 
pushed into Waiting stack.pushed into Waiting stack.
All of four All of four muonsmuons are tracked are tracked 
without being bothered by EM without being bothered by EM 
showers caused by deltashowers caused by delta--rays.rays.
Once Urgent stack becomes empty Once Urgent stack becomes empty 
(i.e. end of stage 0), number of (i.e. end of stage 0), number of 
hits in hits in muonmuon counters are counters are 
examined.examined.
Proceed to next stage only if Proceed to next stage only if 
sufficient number of sufficient number of muonsmuons passed passed 
through through muonmuon counters. Otherwise counters. Otherwise 
the event is aborted.the event is aborted.
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ExN04StackingActionExN04StackingAction
Stage 1Stage 1

Only primary charged particles are Only primary charged particles are 
pushed into Urgent stack and all pushed into Urgent stack and all 
other primaries and other primaries and secondariessecondaries
are pushed into Waiting stack.are pushed into Waiting stack.
All of primary charged particles are All of primary charged particles are 
tracked until they reach to the tracked until they reach to the 
surface of calorimeter. Tracks surface of calorimeter. Tracks 
reached to the calorimeter surface reached to the calorimeter surface 
are suspended and pushed back to are suspended and pushed back to 
Waiting stack.Waiting stack.
All charged primaries are tracked All charged primaries are tracked 
in the tracking region without in the tracking region without 
being bothered by the showers in being bothered by the showers in 
calorimeter.calorimeter.
At the end of stage 1, isolation of At the end of stage 1, isolation of 
muonmuon tracks is examined.tracks is examined.
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ExN04StackingActionExN04StackingAction
Stage 2Stage 2

Only tracks in "region of interest" Only tracks in "region of interest" 
are pushed into Urgent stack and are pushed into Urgent stack and 
all other tracks are killed.all other tracks are killed.
Showers are calculated only inside Showers are calculated only inside 
of "region of interest".of "region of interest".

Let's look at the Let's look at the codecode..
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Cuts per RegionCuts per Region
Geant4 has had a unique production threshold (‘cut’) expressed iGeant4 has had a unique production threshold (‘cut’) expressed in n 
length (i.e. minimum range of secondary).length (i.e. minimum range of secondary).

For all volumesFor all volumes
Possibly different for each particle.Possibly different for each particle.

Yet appropriate length scales can vary greatly between differentYet appropriate length scales can vary greatly between different areas areas 
of a large detectorof a large detector

E.g. a vertex detector (5 E.g. a vertex detector (5 µµm) and a muon detector (2.5 cm).m) and a muon detector (2.5 cm).
Having a unique (low) cut can create a performance penalty.Having a unique (low) cut can create a performance penalty.

Requests from ARequests from ATLASTLAS, B, BABARABAR, C, CMSMS, , LLHCbHCb, …, to allow several cuts, …, to allow several cuts
Globally or per particleGlobally or per particle

New functionality, New functionality, 
enabling the tuning of production thresholds at the level of a senabling the tuning of production thresholds at the level of a subub--
detector, i.e. detector, i.e. regionregion..
Cuts are applied Cuts are applied only for gamma, electron and positron only for gamma, electron and positron and and only only 
for processes which have infrared divergencefor processes which have infrared divergence..

‘Full release’ in Geant4 5.1 (end April, 2003)‘Full release’ in Geant4 5.1 (end April, 2003)
Comparable runComparable run--time performancetime performance
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RegionRegion

Introducing the concept of region.Introducing the concept of region.
Set of geometry volumes, Set of geometry volumes, 
typically of a subtypically of a sub--system;system;

barrel + endbarrel + end--caps of the caps of the 
calorimeter;calorimeter;
“Deep” areas of support “Deep” areas of support 
structures can be a region.structures can be a region.

Or any group of volumes;Or any group of volumes;
A set of cuts in range is associated A set of cuts in range is associated 
to a region;to a region;

a different range cut for each a different range cut for each 
particle among gamma, eparticle among gamma, e--, e+ is , e+ is 
allowed in a region.

Region
B

Region
B

Default
Region Region B

Region B

Region A

CC

allowed in a region.
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Region and cutRegion and cut
World Volume - Default Region

Each region has its unique set of cuts.Each region has its unique set of cuts.
World volume is recognized as the World volume is recognized as the 
default region and the default cuts default region and the default cuts 
defined in Physics list are used for it.defined in Physics list are used for it.

User is not allowed to define a User is not allowed to define a 
region to the world volume or a cut region to the world volume or a cut 
to the default region.to the default region.

A A logical volumelogical volume becomes a becomes a root logical root logical 
volumevolume once it is assigned to a region.once it is assigned to a region.

All daughter volumes belonging to All daughter volumes belonging to 
the root logical volume share the the root logical volume share the 
same region (and cut), unless a same region (and cut), unless a 
daughter volume itself becomes to daughter volume itself becomes to 
another root.another root.

Important restriction :Important restriction :
NoNo logical volume can be shared by logical volume can be shared by 
more than one regions, regardless more than one regions, regardless 
of root volume or not.

Root logical - Region A

Root logical 
- Region B

of root volume or not.
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Event biasing in Geant4Event biasing in Geant4
Event biasing (variance reduction) technique is one of the most Event biasing (variance reduction) technique is one of the most 
important requirements, which Geant4 collaboration is aware of.important requirements, which Geant4 collaboration is aware of.

This feature could be utilized by many application fields such aThis feature could be utilized by many application fields such as s 

Radiation shieldingRadiation shielding

DosimetryDosimetry

Since Geant4 is a toolkit and also all source code is open, the Since Geant4 is a toolkit and also all source code is open, the user can user can 
do whatever he/she wants.do whatever he/she wants.

CMS, ESA, Alice, and some other experiments have already had theCMS, ESA, Alice, and some other experiments have already had their ir 
own implementations of event biasing options.own implementations of event biasing options.

ItIt’’s much better and convenient for the user if Geant4 itself provis much better and convenient for the user if Geant4 itself provides des 
most commonly used event biasing techniques.most commonly used event biasing techniques.
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Event biasing techniquesEvent biasing techniques
Primary event biasingPrimary event biasing

Biasing primary events and/or primary particles in terms of typeBiasing primary events and/or primary particles in terms of type of of 
event, momentum distribution, etc.event, momentum distribution, etc.

Leading particle biasingLeading particle biasing
Taking only the most energetic (or most important) secondaryTaking only the most energetic (or most important) secondary

Physics based biasingPhysics based biasing
Biasing secondary production in terms of particle type, momentumBiasing secondary production in terms of particle type, momentum
distribution, crossdistribution, cross--section, etc.section, etc.

Geometry based biasingGeometry based biasing
Importance weighting for volume/regionImportance weighting for volume/region
Duplication or sudden death of tracksDuplication or sudden death of tracks

Forced interactionForced interaction
Force a particular interaction, e.g. within a volumeForce a particular interaction, e.g. within a volume

Weight on Track / EventWeight on Track / Event
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Current features in Geant4Current features in Geant4
Partial MARS migration Partial MARS migration 

n, p, pi, K (< 5 n, p, pi, K (< 5 GeVGeV))
Since Geant4 0.0Since Geant4 0.0

General particle source moduleGeneral particle source module
Primary particle biasingPrimary particle biasing
Since Geant4 3.0Since Geant4 3.0

Radioactive decay moduleRadioactive decay module
Physics process biasing in terms of decay products and Physics process biasing in terms of decay products and 
momentum distributionmomentum distribution
Since Geant4 3.0Since Geant4 3.0

CrossCross--section biasing (partial) for section biasing (partial) for hadronichadronic physics physics 
Since Geant4 3.0Since Geant4 3.0

Leading particle biasingLeading particle biasing
Since Geant4 4.0Since Geant4 4.0

Geometry based biasingGeometry based biasing
Weight associating with real volume or artificial volumeWeight associating with real volume or artificial volume
Since Geant4 5.0Since Geant4 5.0
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Leading particle biasingLeading particle biasing
Simulating a full shower is an Simulating a full shower is an 
expensive calculation.expensive calculation.
Instead of generating a full Instead of generating a full 
shower, trace only the most shower, trace only the most 
energetic secondary.energetic secondary.

Other secondary particles are Other secondary particles are 
immediately killed before being immediately killed before being 
stacked.stacked.
Convenient way to roughly Convenient way to roughly 
estimate, e.g. the thickness of estimate, e.g. the thickness of 
a shield.a shield.
Of course, physical quantities Of course, physical quantities 
such as energy are not such as energy are not 
conserved for each event.conserved for each event.
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Geometrical importance biasingGeometrical importance biasing
I = 1.0 I = 2.0

W=1.0
W=0.5
W=0.5

P = 0.5

Define importance for each Define importance for each 
geometrical regiongeometrical region
Duplicate a track with half (or Duplicate a track with half (or 
relative) weight if it goes toward relative) weight if it goes toward 
more important region.more important region.
RussianRussian--roulette in another roulette in another 
direction.direction.
Scoring particle flux with weightsScoring particle flux with weights

At the surface of volumesAt the surface of volumes
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Plans of event biasing in Geant4Plans of event biasing in Geant4
Full interface to MARSFull interface to MARS

For fully biased mode For fully biased mode 
CrossCross--section biasing for physics processessection biasing for physics processes
General geometrical weight field General geometrical weight field 

In continuous process for geometrical, angular, energy biasing aIn continuous process for geometrical, angular, energy biasing and nd 
weight window. weight window. 

Another biasing options are under study.Another biasing options are under study.
Other scoring options rather than surface flux counting which isOther scoring options rather than surface flux counting which is
currently supported are under study.currently supported are under study.

UserUser’’s contribution is welcome.s contribution is welcome.
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User defined solidsUser defined solids
For most complicated shapes, For most complicated shapes, 
All solids should derive from All solids should derive from G4VSolidG4VSolid and implement its abstract and implement its abstract 
interfaceinterface

will guarantee the solid is treated as any other solid predefinewill guarantee the solid is treated as any other solid predefined in d in 
the kernelthe kernel

Basic functionalities required for a solidBasic functionalities required for a solid
Compute distances to/from the shapeCompute distances to/from the shape
Detect if a point is inside the shapeDetect if a point is inside the shape
Compute the surface normal to the shape at a given pointCompute the surface normal to the shape at a given point
Compute the extent of the shapeCompute the extent of the shape
Provide few visualization/graphics utilitiesProvide few visualization/graphics utilities
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What a solid should reply to… (1)What a solid should reply to… (1)
EInsideEInside Inside(const G4ThreeVector& p) const;Inside(const G4ThreeVector& p) const;

Should return, considering a predefined tolerance:Should return, considering a predefined tolerance:
kOutsidekOutside -- if the point at offset if the point at offset pp is outside the shapes boundariesis outside the shapes boundaries

kSurfacekSurface -- if the point is close less than if the point is close less than Tolerance/2Tolerance/2 from the from the 
surfacesurface

kInsidekInside -- if the point is inside the shape boundariesif the point is inside the shape boundaries
G4ThreeVectorG4ThreeVector SurfaceNormal(constSurfaceNormal(const G4ThreeVector& p) const;G4ThreeVector& p) const;

Should return the outwards pointing unit normal of the shape forShould return the outwards pointing unit normal of the shape for the the 
surface closest to the point at offsetsurface closest to the point at offset pp..

G4double G4double DistanceToIn(constDistanceToIn(const G4ThreeVector& p,G4ThreeVector& p,

const G4ThreeVector& v) const;const G4ThreeVector& v) const;

Should return the distance along the normalized vectorShould return the distance along the normalized vector vv to the shape to the shape 
from the point at offsetfrom the point at offset pp. If there is no intersection, returns. If there is no intersection, returns kInfinitykInfinity. . 
The first intersection resulting from ‘leaving' a surface/volumeThe first intersection resulting from ‘leaving' a surface/volume is discarded. is discarded. 
Hence, it is tolerant of points on the surface of the shapeHence, it is tolerant of points on the surface of the shape
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What a solid should reply to…(2)What a solid should reply to…(2)
G4double G4double DistanceToInDistanceToIn(const(const G4ThreeVector& p) const;G4ThreeVector& p) const;

Calculates the distance to the nearest surface of a shape from aCalculates the distance to the nearest surface of a shape from an outside n outside 
point point pp. The distance can be an underestimate. The distance can be an underestimate

G4double G4double DistanceToOutDistanceToOut(const(const G4ThreeVector& p,G4ThreeVector& p,
const G4ThreeVector& v, const G4bool  const G4ThreeVector& v, const G4bool  calcNormcalcNorm=false,=false,
G4bool* G4bool* validNormvalidNorm=0, G4ThreeVector* n=0) const;=0, G4ThreeVector* n=0) const;
Returns the distance along the Returns the distance along the normalisednormalised vector vector vv to the shape, from a to the shape, from a 
point at an offset point at an offset pp inside or on the surface of the shape. If inside or on the surface of the shape. If calcNormcalcNorm is is 
truetrue, then it must also set , then it must also set validNormvalidNorm to either: to either: 

TrueTrue -- if the solid lies entirely behind or on the exiting surface. Thif the solid lies entirely behind or on the exiting surface. Then en 
it must set it must set nn to the outwards normal vector (the Magnitude of the to the outwards normal vector (the Magnitude of the 
vector is not defined)vector is not defined)
FalseFalse -- if the solid does not lie entirely behind or on the exiting if the solid does not lie entirely behind or on the exiting 
surfacesurface

G4double G4double DistanceToOutDistanceToOut(const(const G4ThreeVector& p) const;G4ThreeVector& p) const;

Calculates the distance to the nearest surface of a shape from aCalculates the distance to the nearest surface of a shape from an inside n inside 
point point pp. The distance can be an underestimate. The distance can be an underestimate
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Solid: more functions…Solid: more functions…
G4bool G4bool CalculateExtentCalculateExtent(const(const EAxisEAxis pAxispAxis,,

const G4VoxelLimits& const G4VoxelLimits& pVoxelLimitpVoxelLimit,,
const G4AffineTransform& const G4AffineTransform& pTransformpTransform,,
G4double& G4double& pMinpMin, G4double& , G4double& pMaxpMax) const;) const;

Calculates the minimum and maximum extent of the solid, when undCalculates the minimum and maximum extent of the solid, when under er 
the specified transform, and within the specified limits. If thethe specified transform, and within the specified limits. If the solid is not solid is not 
intersected by the region, return intersected by the region, return falsefalse, else return , else return truetrue

Member functions for the purpose of visualizationMember functions for the purpose of visualization::

void void DescribeYourselfToDescribeYourselfTo(G4VGraphicsScene& scene) const;(G4VGraphicsScene& scene) const;
“double dispatch” function which identifies the solid to the gra“double dispatch” function which identifies the solid to the graphics phics 
scenescene

G4VisExtent G4VisExtent GetExtentGetExtent() const;() const;
Provides extent (bounding box) as possible hint to the graphics Provides extent (bounding box) as possible hint to the graphics viewview



Fast simulationFast simulation
(shower parameterization)(shower parameterization)
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Fast simulation Fast simulation -- GeneralitiesGeneralities
Fast Simulation, also called as shower parameterization, is a shFast Simulation, also called as shower parameterization, is a shortcut to ortcut to 

the "ordinary" tracking.the "ordinary" tracking.

Fast Simulation allows you to take over the tracking and implemeFast Simulation allows you to take over the tracking and implement your nt your 

own "fast" physics and detector response.own "fast" physics and detector response.

The classical use case of fast simulation is the shower parameteThe classical use case of fast simulation is the shower parameterization rization 

where the typical several thousand steps per where the typical several thousand steps per GeVGeV computed by the computed by the 

tracking are replaced by a few ten of energy deposits per tracking are replaced by a few ten of energy deposits per GeVGeV..

Parameterizations are generally experiment dependent. Geant4 proParameterizations are generally experiment dependent. Geant4 provides vides 

a convenient framework.a convenient framework.
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Parameterization featuresParameterization features
Parameterizations take place Parameterizations take place 
in an in an envelopeenvelope.. This is This is 
typically a mother volume of typically a mother volume of 
a suba sub--system or of a major system or of a major 
module of such a submodule of such a sub--system.system.

Parameterizations are often  Parameterizations are often  
dependent to particle types dependent to particle types 
and/or may be applied only and/or may be applied only 
to some kinds of particles.to some kinds of particles.

They are often not applied in They are often not applied in 
complicated regions.

µ

e

complicated regions.
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Models and envelopeModels and envelope
Concrete models are bound to the envelope Concrete models are bound to the envelope 
through a G4FastSimulationManager object.through a G4FastSimulationManager object.

This allows several models to be bound to This allows several models to be bound to 
one envelope.one envelope.

The envelope is simply a G4LogicalVolume The envelope is simply a G4LogicalVolume 
which has G4FastSimulationManager.which has G4FastSimulationManager.

All its [grand[All its [grand[……]]daughters will be sensitive ]]daughters will be sensitive 
to the parameterizations.to the parameterizations.

A model may returns back to the "ordinary" A model may returns back to the "ordinary" 
tracking the new state of G4Track after tracking the new state of G4Track after 
parameterization (alive/killed, new position, parameterization (alive/killed, new position, 
new momentum, etc.) and eventually adds new momentum, etc.) and eventually adds 
secondariessecondaries (e.g. punch through) created by (e.g. punch through) created by 
the parameterization.

G4FastSimulationManager

ModelForElectrons

ModelForPions

« envelope »
(G4LogicalVolume)

the parameterization.
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Fast SimulationFast Simulation
The Fast Simulation components are The Fast Simulation components are 
indicated in white.indicated in white.

When the G4Track comes in an envelope, When the G4Track comes in an envelope, 
the G4FastSimulationManagerProcess the G4FastSimulationManagerProcess 
looks for a G4FastSimulationManager.looks for a G4FastSimulationManager.
If one exists, at the beginning of each step If one exists, at the beginning of each step 
in the envelope, each model is asked for a in the envelope, each model is asked for a 
trigger.trigger.
In case a trigger is issued, the model is In case a trigger is issued, the model is 
applied at the point the G4track is.applied at the point the G4track is.
Otherwise, the tracking proceeds with a Otherwise, the tracking proceeds with a 
normal tracking.normal tracking.

G4FastSimulationManager

ModelForElectrons

ModelForPions

« envelope »
(G4LogicalVolume)

Multiple Scattering

G4Transportation

G4FastSimulationManagerProcess

Process xxx

G4Track

G4ProcessManager

Placements
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G4FastSimulationManagerProcessG4FastSimulationManagerProcess
The G4FastSimulationManagerProcess is a process providing the The G4FastSimulationManagerProcess is a process providing the 
interface between the tracking and the fast simulation.interface between the tracking and the fast simulation.

It has to be set to the particles to be parameterized:It has to be set to the particles to be parameterized:

The process ordering must be the following:The process ordering must be the following:

[n[n--3] 3] ……

[n[n--2] Multiple Scattering2] Multiple Scattering

[n[n--1] G4FastSimulationManagerProcess1] G4FastSimulationManagerProcess

[  n ] G4Transportation[  n ] G4Transportation

It can be set as a discrete process or it must be set as a It can be set as a discrete process or it must be set as a 
continuous & discrete process if using ghost volumes.continuous & discrete process if using ghost volumes.
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Ghost VolumeGhost Volume
Ghost volumes allow to define envelopes independent to the volumGhost volumes allow to define envelopes independent to the volumes of es of 
the tracking geometry.the tracking geometry.

For example, this allows to group together electromagnetic and For example, this allows to group together electromagnetic and 
hadronichadronic calorimeters for calorimeters for hadronhadron parameterization or to define parameterization or to define 
envelopes for imported geometries which do not have a hierarchicenvelopes for imported geometries which do not have a hierarchical al 
structure.structure.

In addition, Ghost volumes can be sensitive to particle type, alIn addition, Ghost volumes can be sensitive to particle type, allowing to lowing to 
define envelops individually to particle types.define envelops individually to particle types.

Ghost Volume of a given particle type is placed as a clone of thGhost Volume of a given particle type is placed as a clone of the world e world 
volume for tracking.volume for tracking.

This is done automatically by G4GlobalFastSimulationManager.This is done automatically by G4GlobalFastSimulationManager.

The G4FastSimulationManagerProcess provides the additional The G4FastSimulationManagerProcess provides the additional 
navigation inside a ghost geometry. This special navigation is dnavigation inside a ghost geometry. This special navigation is done one 
transparently to the user.transparently to the user.



Making a new physics processMaking a new physics process
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IntroductionIntroduction
Geant4 has been designed to allow users to implement new processGeant4 has been designed to allow users to implement new processes es 
and to plugand to plug--in with any other existing processes.in with any other existing processes.
Process is designed in a generic/general way. Process is designed in a generic/general way. 

It is good, but it requires the user to understand some key It is good, but it requires the user to understand some key 
concepts/components.concepts/components.

Most important concepts/componentsMost important concepts/components
G4VProcessG4VProcess
Interaction lengthInteraction length
Force conditionForce condition
G4VParticleChangeG4VParticleChange

G4Decay is a relatively simple class and it could be a good examG4Decay is a relatively simple class and it could be a good example to ple to 
learn how a process is implemented in Geant4. learn how a process is implemented in Geant4. 
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G4VProcess abstract base classG4VProcess abstract base class
G4VProcess has six pure virtual methods, which have already beenG4VProcess has six pure virtual methods, which have already been
introduced yesterdayintroduced yesterday

AtRestGetPhysicalInteractionLengthAtRestGetPhysicalInteractionLength
AlongStepGetPhysicalInteractionLengthAlongStepGetPhysicalInteractionLength
PostStepGetPhysicalInteractionLengthPostStepGetPhysicalInteractionLength
AtRestDoItAtRestDoIt
AlongStepDoItAlongStepDoIt
PostStepDoItPostStepDoIt

The user has to implement some/all of these methods according toThe user has to implement some/all of these methods according to the the 
nature of the process.nature of the process.

Deriving directly from G4VProcess base class or from an Deriving directly from G4VProcess base class or from an 
intermediate layer abstract class, e.g. G4VDiscreteProcess.intermediate layer abstract class, e.g. G4VDiscreteProcess.

G4VProcess also has several virtual (but not pure virtual) methoG4VProcess also has several virtual (but not pure virtual) methods.ds.
BuildPhysicsTable(constBuildPhysicsTable(const G4ParticleDefinition&)G4ParticleDefinition&)

Invoked by the run manager for potential initialization and/or Invoked by the run manager for potential initialization and/or 
(re(re--)calculation of cross)calculation of cross--section tablesection table

StartTrackingStartTracking()()
Invoked by the tracking manager typically for calculating a fateInvoked by the tracking manager typically for calculating a fate
of this particular track to be proposedof this particular track to be proposed
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Interaction lengthInteraction length
Each process has "number of interaction length left", Each process has "number of interaction length left", NNintint..
For a new track, or after the occurrence of the process itself, For a new track, or after the occurrence of the process itself, NNintint is reset.is reset.

For example by randomizing with the exponential lawFor example by randomizing with the exponential law
At the beginning of each step, the process subtracts the amount At the beginning of each step, the process subtracts the amount of of 
interaction length spent by the previous step.interaction length spent by the previous step.
Then the process proposes the step size (by its GPIL method) in Then the process proposes the step size (by its GPIL method) in terms of terms of 
actual spaceactual space--time by multiplying remaining time by multiplying remaining NNintint with with λλfreefree, "mean free , "mean free 
path" of the current material.path" of the current material.
Refer to the implementation G4VDiscreteProcess class as an exampRefer to the implementation G4VDiscreteProcess class as an example.le.
According to the nature of the process you are implementing, theAccording to the nature of the process you are implementing, the way of way of 
estimating the remaining interaction length (i.e. proposed step estimating the remaining interaction length (i.e. proposed step length) is length) is 
different.different.

For example, optical refraction process itself does not require For example, optical refraction process itself does not require the the 
remaining interaction length, but it takes place when a step is remaining interaction length, but it takes place when a step is limited limited 
by a transportation process.by a transportation process.
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Selection mechanism of processesSelection mechanism of processes
The naïve caseThe naïve case

In case a track is at restIn case a track is at rest
A process which proposes shortest time interval is chosen.A process which proposes shortest time interval is chosen.

In case a track is in motionIn case a track is in motion
All registered All registered AlongStepAlongStep processes and a processes and a PostStepPostStep process which process which 
proposes shortest step length are chosen.proposes shortest step length are chosen.

Some Some AtRestAtRest and and PostStepPostStep processes need to be invoked anyway, processes need to be invoked anyway, 
regardless of which process limits a step.regardless of which process limits a step.

For example, For example, PostStepDoItPostStepDoIt of the transportation process of the transportation process 
((ContinuousDiscreteContinuousDiscrete process with process with AlongStepAlongStep and and PostStepPostStep DoIt'sDoIt's) ) 
needs to be invoked for the sake of relocation even if the step needs to be invoked for the sake of relocation even if the step is limited is limited 
by other process.by other process.
For another example, optical refraction process should be invokeFor another example, optical refraction process should be invoked if not d if not 
itself but the transportation process limits a step.itself but the transportation process limits a step.

Some processes (typically shower parameterization process) may wSome processes (typically shower parameterization process) may want to ant to 
take over other processes.take over other processes.
For such complicated requirements, Each of For such complicated requirements, Each of AtRestAtRest and and PostStepPostStep (not (not 
AlongStepAlongStep) GPIL methods returns "force condition" in addition to the ) GPIL methods returns "force condition" in addition to the 
proposal of the step length.proposal of the step length.
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Force conditionForce condition
G4ForceCondition enumeration G4ForceCondition enumeration 
NotForcedNotForced

DoItDoIt of this process is invoked only if this process limits a stepof this process is invoked only if this process limits a step
ForcedForced

As far as the particle survives after the step, As far as the particle survives after the step, DoItDoIt of this process must of this process must 
be invoked even if this process does not limit a stepbe invoked even if this process does not limit a step

StronglyForcedStronglyForced
DoItDoIt of this process is invoked anyway even if the track is killed aof this process is invoked anyway even if the track is killed at this t this 
step.step.

Conditionally Conditionally 
PostProcessDoItPostProcessDoIt of this process is forced to invoke only when of this process is forced to invoke only when 
corresponding corresponding AlongStepGPILAlongStepGPIL limits the Step.limits the Step.

ExclusivelyForcedExclusivelyForced
DoItDoIt of this process is exclusively invoked even if other process liof this process is exclusively invoked even if other process limit a mit a 
step or propose "forced" condition. All other step or propose "forced" condition. All other DoItDoIt of of AlongStepAlongStep and and 
PostStepPostStep are ignored.are ignored.

InActivatedInActivated
This process is inactivated by a userThis process is inactivated by a user
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G4VParticleChangeG4VParticleChange
Each Each DoItDoIt method takes const G4Track* and const G4Step*.method takes const G4Track* and const G4Step*.

DoItDoIt method itself is not allowed to modify a track or a step.method itself is not allowed to modify a track or a step.
Each Each DoItDoIt method must return its own G4VParticleChange (or its method must return its own G4VParticleChange (or its 
derivative class) object to affect to the physical quantities anderivative class) object to affect to the physical quantities and/or status d/or status 
of the track.of the track.
G4VParticleChange hasG4VParticleChange has

a virtual method to update a step (and corresponding physical a virtual method to update a step (and corresponding physical 
quantities)quantities)

Not all processes change all physical quantities of a step. ThusNot all processes change all physical quantities of a step. Thus
derived concrete derived concrete particleChangeparticleChange class may access to only some class may access to only some 
portion of the quantities which this particular process actuallyportion of the quantities which this particular process actually
affects to.affects to.

proposal of a new status of the trackproposal of a new status of the track
secondariessecondaries produced by the processproduced by the process



Some remarks on Some remarks on 
external functionalitiesexternal functionalities
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PersistencyPersistency
Geant4 does not rely on any particular persistency solution.Geant4 does not rely on any particular persistency solution.

User should provide his/her own solutionUser should provide his/her own solution
Exception : CrossException : Cross--section tablessection tables

Geant4 provides various examplesGeant4 provides various examples
Event inputEvent input

G4HEPEvtInterface, G4HepMCInterfaceG4HEPEvtInterface, G4HepMCInterface
GeometryGeometry

XML, GDML, STEP, GGE (Geant4 Geometry Editor), etc.XML, GDML, STEP, GGE (Geant4 Geometry Editor), etc.
HistogramsHistograms

AIDA, ROOT AIDA, ROOT 
Primaries, hits, trajectories, digitsPrimaries, hits, trajectories, digits

G4VPersistencyManager abstract base classG4VPersistencyManager abstract base class
Convert Geant4 objects to user persistency objectsConvert Geant4 objects to user persistency objects

ASCII file, ROOT, Objectivity/DB, etc.ASCII file, ROOT, Objectivity/DB, etc.
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ParallelizationParallelization
By design, Geant4 can be executed in more than one By design, Geant4 can be executed in more than one 
processes/machines in parallel.processes/machines in parallel.

Geant4 itself does not provide any mechanism of parallelization Geant4 itself does not provide any mechanism of parallelization but but 
with some external utilities.with some external utilities.

"Event parallelism""Event parallelism"

Master process distributes events to slave processes.Master process distributes events to slave processes.

Geometry, physics processes, user classes, parameters are Geometry, physics processes, user classes, parameters are 
sent to slave processes before processing events.sent to slave processes before processing events.

Event output and histogram entries are sent back to the Event output and histogram entries are sent back to the 
master process to be collected.master process to be collected.

Geant4 provides an example based on TOPGeant4 provides an example based on TOP--C.C.

examples/extended/parallelexamples/extended/parallel

TOPTOP--C : developed by C : developed by G.CoopermanG.Cooperman (Northeastern U.)(Northeastern U.)
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